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Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with finite residue field, let K be its
quotient field. We construct polynomial functions .(n, a)(n=0, 1, ...) such that any
continuous function f from R into K has the following expansion
f (a)= :

n=0
an.(n, a)
where the sequence [an]/K is uniquely determined by f and satisfies that
limn   an=0. When K=Qp , if we replace .(n, a) by the binomial coefficient
a(a&1) } } } (a&n+1)n! we have Mahler’s expansion theorem.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be a rational prime and let A be the ring of integers in a finite
extension field F over Qp . Let C(Zp , A) be the space of continuous func-
tions on Zp into A, with sup norm. For any non-negative integer k we
define the binomial function ( ak) by
\ak +=
a(a&1) } } } (a&k+1)
k!
.
Since the set of positive integers is dense in Zp , (
a
k) is an element in
C(Zp , Zp).
The following theorem is due to Mahler [M].
Theorem 1.1. A function f from Zp into F is continuous if and only if
there exist elements an # F such that limn   an=0 and
f (a)= :

n=0
an \an + .
The sequence [an] is uniquely determined by f.
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In this paper we shall give a generalization of Mahler’s theorem. Let R
be a complete discrete valuation ring with field of fractions K and ^ the
prime ideal of R. We denote by P(R, R) the R-module generated by poly-
nomial functions from R into R. In Section 2 we construct an R-base of
P(R, R). Our base depends only on the cardinality of the residue field R^
and a uniformizing element ? of ^. In Section 3 we study the closure of
P(R, R) in C(R, R). If R^ is a finite field (i.e., K is a local field) then we
show that P(R, R) is dense in C(R, R). In this case, by using our base
[.(n, a)], we can state the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a finite extension field over K. A function f from
R into F is continuous if and only if there exist elements an # F such that
limn  an=0 and
f (a)= :

n=0
an .(n, a).
The sequence [an] is uniquely determined by f.
We note that this theorem can be deduced from a theorem of Amice [A,
pp. 143145], but his paper does not give explicit bases in general. Our
base is constructive and we give an explicit base of Amice’s type (Remark
in Section 2). The finite characteristic case of Theorem 1.2 follows from
CarlitzWagner Theorem [Ca, W1, W2]. Their approach is based on the
theory of Carlitz modules. We formulate their theorem in terms of Lubin
Tate groups without proofs in Section 4. Our proof of Theorem 1.2 is given
in Section 3 (Theorem 3.3).
2. R-BASE OF P(R, R)
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with field of fractions K. Let
f be a function from R into K. We say that f is a polynomial function if
there is a polynomial P(T ) # K[T] such that P(a)= f (a) for any a # R. We
fix a uniformizing element ? of R. Let p be the characteristic of the residue
field R(?). We first suppose that R(?) is a finite field with q= pr elements.
Then we inductively define polynomial functions .(qt, a) for non-negative
integers t by
.(1, a)=a, .(q, a)=
a&aq
?
, .(qt+1, a)=.(q, .(gt, a)).
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Furthermore, for any non-negative integer n=n0+n1 q+ } } } +ni qr(0
niq&1), we define .(n, a) by
.(0, a)=1, .(n, a)= ‘
r
i=0
.(qi, a)ni .
For any polynomial function f we denote by lc( f ) the leading coefficient of f.
Proposition 2.1. For each n0,
(1) .(n, a) is a polynomial function from R into R;
(2) deg .(n, a)=n;
(3) suppose n=n0+n1q+ } } } +niqr(0niq&1), then ord? lc(.(n,
a))=&(n&s(n))(q&1), where s(n)=n0+n1+ } } } +nr .
Proof. It is easy to check (1) and (2) by our definition. If n<q then
.(n, a)=an and (n&s(n))(q&1)=0. Let t0. By induction we have
ord? lc(.(qt+1, a))=q ord? lc(.(qt, a))&1=&q
qt&s(qt)
q&1
&1
=&
qt+1&s(qt+1)
q&1
.
Furthermore,
ord? lc(.(n, a))= :
r
i=0
ord? lc(.(qi, a))ni=& :
r
i=0
n i
qi&1
q&1
=&
n&s(n)
q&1
. K
Let ’ be a primitive (q&1)th root of unity in R and ’(0)=0, ’(i)=’i for
1iq&1. For any non-negative integer n=n0+n1 q+ } } } +ni qr(0
niq&1), we define :n by
:n=’(n0)+’(n1) ?+ } } } +’(n i) ?r.
It is not difficult to show that :n #:m mod ?k if and only if n#m mod qk.
For the proof of the main theorem in this section we need the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For every n1, ord? >n&1i=0 (:i&:n)=(n&s(n))(q&1).
Proof. Let n=n0+n1 q+ } } } +ni qr. If : i&:n #0 mod ? then
i=n&q, n&2q, ..., n0 . If :i&:n #0 mod ?2 then i=n&q2, n&2q2, ...,
n0+n1 q. Hence we have
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ord? ‘
n&1
i=0
(: i&:n)=
n&n0
q
+
n&(n0+n1q)
q2
+ } } }
+
n&(n0+n1 q+ } } } +nr&1 qr&1)
qr
=n1+n2(1+q)+ } } } +nr(1+q+ } } } +qr&1)
=
n&s(n)
q&1
. K
Theorem 2.3.
(1) Suppose that the residue field R(?) is a finite field with q
elements. Then [.(n, a)] (n=0, 1, ...) is an R-base of P(R, R).
(2) If R(?) is infinite then [an] (n=0, 1, ...) is an R-base of P(R, R).
Proof. Let f be a polynomial function of degree n in P(R, R). Then
there exist fj ( j=0, 1, ..., n) in K such that
f (a)= f0.(0, a)+ f1.(1, a)+ } } } + fn.(n, a).
Obviously, fj is uniquely determined by f.
In order to prove (1) we may show that det[.(i, aj)] is a unit for some
elements a0 , a1 , ..., an in R. By elementary computations we have
det[.(i, aj)]=\}
1
1
B
1
a0
a1
B
an
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
an0
a10
B
ann }_ ‘
n
i=0
lc(.(i, aj))
=\ ‘
l<k
(a l&ak)_ ‘
n
i=0
lc(.(i, a)).
We note
‘
l<k
(a l&ak)= ‘
n
k=0
‘
k&1
l=0
(al&ak).
We set a0=:0 , a1=:1 , ..., an=:n . By Lemma 2.2, we have
ordl ‘
l<k
(: l&:k)= :
n
k=1
k&s(k)
q&1
.
Therefore, the statement of (1) follows from Proposition 2.1.
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Let f be a polynomial function from R into R. We write
f (a)= f0+ f1 a+ } } } + fnan.
If R(?) is infinite then we can select ai (i=0, 1, ..., n) from distinct class
modulo ?. Since
det(a ji )=\ ‘
i< j
(ai&aj)
is a unit in R, the theorem follows. K
If f is an element in P(R, R) then f is an R-linear combination of
.(i, a)(ideg f ). By comparing the leading coefficients, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose R(?) is finite.
(1) Let f be an element in P(R, R) of degree n. Then
ord? lc( f )&
n&s(n)
q&1
.
(2) For a non-negative integer n let fn be an element in P(R, R) of
degree n. Then [ fn] is an R-base of P(R, R) if and only if
ord? lc( f?(a))=&
n&s(n)
q&1
holds for all n.
Remark. By using :n in Lemma 2.2, we define the following polynomials
Q(n, T )=
(T&:0)(T&:1) } } } (T&:n&1)
(:0&:0)(:n&:1) } } } (:n&:n&1)
.
It is not difficult to prove that Q(n, a) is an elements of P(R, R) and
ord? lc(Q(n, a))=&
n&s(n)
q&1
.
Hence [Q(n, a)] is a base of P(R, R). This fact can be also deduced from
Lemma 2.2 and a theorem of Amice [A, Section 6.2, Theorem 1 and Sec-
tion 2.2, Corollary 1].
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3. THE COMPLETION OF P(R, R).
Let C(R, R) be the space of continuous functions on R into R, with sup
norm. In this section we assume that R(?) is finite. Then R is compact and
C(R, R) is complete. Now we can state the generalization of Mahler’s
theorem. For this proof we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1.
(1) If tm1, then .(qm, a+u?t)=.(qm, a)+um?t&m and um #
u mod ?.
(2) If a#b mod ?t, then .(n, a)#.(n, b) mod ? for any n<qt.
Proof. We set .(a)=.(q, a). Then
.(a+u?t)=
a+u?t&(a+u?t)q
?
=
a&aq+u?t&(a+u?t)q+aq
?
.
since
u?t&(a+u?t)q+aq
?
#u?t&1 mod ?t
we have
.(a+u?t)=.(a)+u1?t&1 and u1 #u mod ?.
By induction,
.(qm, a+u?t)=.(.(qm&1, a+u?t))
=.(.(qm&1, a)+um&1?t&m+1)
=.(qm, a)+um?t&m
and um #um&1 #u mod ?. This proves (1).
Let
n=n0+n1q+ } } } +nn qr(0ni<q, r<t)
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then
.(n, a+u?t)= ‘
r
i=0
.(qi, a+u?t)ni
= ‘
r
i=0
(.(qi, a)+ui?t&i)ni#.(n, a) mod ?. K
Proposition 3.2. P(R, R) is dense in C(R, R).
Proof. Since n1 ?nC(R, R)=[0], it is enough to prove that P(R, R)+
?C(R, R)=C(R, R). Let f be a continuos function on R into R. Since R is
compact and R(?) discrete, there is some integer N such that
f (a)#f (b) mod ? if a#b mod ?N .
We consider the following linear equations,
:
qN&1
j=0
xj .( j, :i)= f (:i) (i=0, 1, ..., qN&1),
where :i is as in Lemma 2.2. Since det[.( j, :i)] is a unit in R, we obtain
the unique solution in R. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.1, we have
:
qN&1
j=0
xj .( j, a)#f (a) mod ?
for any a in R. This implies that f is an element of P(R, R)+?C(R, R). K
Our proof of Proposition 3.2 is essentially due to Mahler (see [M, L,
and C]). According to Proposition 3.2, we can state the following expan-
sion theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let [n(a)] be an R-base of P(R, R) and we assume that
deg n=n for all n0. Suppose that F is a finite extension field over K, then
any continuous function f # C(R, F ) is uniquely of the form
f (a)= :

n=0
fnn(a) ( fn # F ),
where the fn satisfy
lim
n  
fn=0.
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Furthermore,
sup
a # R
| f (a)|=sup
n
| fn |.
Proof. By taking a base for the field of values over K and projecting on
the coordinates, it is enough to prove that any element in C(R, K) is
uniquely of the above form. Since R is compact, there is an integer N such
that ?Nf (a) # C(R, R). Therefore, we may assume that f is an element of
C(R, R). By Proposition 3.2, we have
f (a)# :
k(n)
k=0
fk(n) k(a) mod ?n
for some k(n)0. Moreover,
1
?n \f (a)& :
k(n)
k=0
fk(n) k(a) +
is an element of C(R, R). Hence,
1
?n \f (a)& :
k(n)
k=0
fk(n) k(a) + # :
k(n)$
k=0
gk k(a) mod ?.
If we set fk(n+1)= fk(n)+?ngk and k(n+1)=max[k(n), k(n)$)], recur-
sively, then
f (a)# :
k(n+1)
k=0
fk(n+1) k(a) mod ?n+1.
Let fk = limn   fk(n). Since fk # 0 mod ?n for k > k(n), we have
limk   fk=0. This implies that the series
:

n=0
fnn(a)
is convergent and so
f (a)& :

n=0
fnn(a)#f (a)& :
k(n)
k=0
fk(n) k(a) mod ?n.
Hence we conclude
f (a)= :

n=0
fkn(a).
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Let h=minn[ord?( fn)] and gn=?&hfn . Since limk   gk=0, there is an
integer m such that
?&hf (a)# :
m
n=0
gn n(a) mod ?.
Furthermore, we may assume that gm is a unit. The proof of Proposition
3.2 shows that [.( j, a) mod ?: j<qn] generates Map(R?n, R?) as a vec-
tor space. By counting the dimension of Map(R?n, R?) we know that
[.( j, a) mod ?: j<qn] is a base of Map(R?n, R?). Since [j (a)] is an
R-base of P(R, R) and deg n(a)=n, .( j, a) is an R-linear combination
of k(a) (k j). Hence [ j (a) mod ?: j<qn] is also a base of Map
(R?n, R?). Therefore there is an element : # R such that ?&hf (:) is a unit.
This implies
sup
a
|?&hf (a)|=1,
so
sup
a
| f (a)|=|?h|=sup
n
| fn |.
If
f (a)= :

n=0
f $nn(a)
is an another expansion then
0=sup
a
| f (a)& f (a)|=sup
n
| fn& f $n |.
This implies the uniqueness of [ fn]. K
Remark. If R? is infinite, then Proposition 3.2 is not valid. For
example, let Knr be the maximal unramified extension field over Qp
and R the ring of integers in Knr . By Theorem 2.3 we can identify P(R, R)
with the polynomial ring R[T]. Let R(T) be the set of all power series
g(T )=n=0 bn T
n in R[[T]] such that limn   |bn |=0. Furthermore,
for any power series f (T )=n=0 anT
nR(T) , it is easy to check that
supa # R| f (a)|=supn |an |. Then R(T) is complete and R[T] dense in
R(T) with sup norm (see [B-G-R]).
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The units in R have a product decomposition
R_=+_U1
where + is the group of roots of unity in Kn of order prime to p and
U1=1+ pR. For each unit u we let |(u) be its projection on +. Further-
more, we extend | to a function on R by |(a)=0 when a#0 mod p. It
is easy to see that | is continuous on R. Suppose |(a)= f (a) for some ele-
ment f in R(T). Since |(a+up)=|(a) for any a and any u in R, we have
lim
n  
f (a+ pn)& f (a)
pn
=0.
Obviously, | is not a constant function. Therefore, | is not an element of
the completion of P(R, R). This implies P(R, R)+ pC(R, R){C(R, R).
4. LUBINTATE GROUP AND CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with a finite residue class
field and let q=(R: ?R). Let G be a LubinTate group associated with the
prime element ? and for each a # R, let
[a](T )= :

n=1
Cn(a) T n # R[[T]]
be an endomorphism of G. If char(k)=0, it is well known to exist a unique
series e(T ) # k[[T]] such that [a](e(T))=e(aT ) for any a # R. We note
that the existence of e(T) in any characteristic case is essentially proved by
Wiles [Wi]. By comparing coefficients of both power series [a](e(T )) and
e(aT ), we have
Proposition 4.1. For each m1, Cm(a) is a polynomial function of
deg Cm(a)m. If m=qr, then deg Cm(a)=m and ord? lc(Cm(a))=
&(m&s(m))(q&1).
Now for each non-negative integer r, we set D(qr, a)=C qr (a), and for
n=n0+n1q+ } } } +ni qi(0ni<q) we set D(n, a)=> ti=0 Cqi (a)
ni. From
Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 3.3, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. Any continuous function f # C(R, F ) is uniquely of the
form
f (a)= :

n=0
fnD(n, a) ( fn # F ),
where D(0, a)=1.
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We note that CarlitzWagner’s theorem is a special case of Theorem 4.2
(for details, see [Ca, W1, W2, Th, and see also [H])
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